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About This Game

The search for a lost artifact takes you to another world! Take an exciting journey in the realm of an ancient civilization.

"Legacy: Prisoner" is a HO adventure game, with a huge number of exciting mini-games and puzzles, which will take you right
into a maelstrom of fantastic events in a distant world!

When Diana, a young employee at the Museum of Natural History, notices a guard carrying away a rare Mayan bust, she rushes
after him without thinking twice. But the pursuit takes an unexpected turn. Diana finds herself in another world, and not for the

first time... And the way back is closed to her! Learn who will help Diana to face the numerous challenges awaiting her.
Accompany them in their journey to the very end! In order to rescue a prisoner from an ancient temple and return home, Diana

will have to complete a wide range of dangerous tasks, search temples and dungeons, conduct ancient rituals, and make some
unusual friends who can help her. An unforgettable adventure awaits!

- Help Diana get through the hardships and find the way home!
- Discover a new, puzzling world and meet its inhabitants!

- Test yourself with more than 40 fun mini-games and puzzles.
- Find items from hidden collections and look for morphing objects.

- Enjoy stunning locations, beautiful art and great music.
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Another really dull wave shooter. Graphics are nice, but I can't find anything to recommend here.. This is after limited amounts
of gameplay, but so far so good. it's really entertaining just watching these civilizations rise and fall, watching their wars. The UI
has some problems but nothing really major. I haven't taken control of any nations yet, but I'm excited to do so. Overall it's a fun
game and definitely a concept with a lot of potential. By far the worst Trackmania ever released, yes, worst than turbo.

♥♥♥♥♥♥ physics, ♥♥♥♥♥♥ tracks, ♥♥♥♥♥♥ performance and optimisation. Just go back to Stadium or Canyon if you
want a fun trackmania. The really cool predecessor to Overgrowth. It's EXTREMELY fast-paced, difficult, and quite honestly
some levels are nearly impossible. I've been trying to kill 3 wolves for like 2 hours.

If you're into extremely punishing games and just spamming keys over and over again in slightly different combinations, go for
it. It's definitely a novel idea and even though barebones, you can see it's got a good foundation.

I'd recommend it if it's what you're looking for, but not if you're just a casual gamer.. I Played it on mobile before it went on
Steam and i hope this game gets better with time!. This is a very fun game. It is somewhat repetitive, but it's perfect for VR and
crafting an item then slamming it into a drawer so a cop doesnt see it is quite exciting.
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Very cool lighting effects and gameplay. Audio a bit rinky-dinky carousel type stuff, unfortunately not in the same class as the
great Russian K-D Lab's Biprolex +. Arcalex is ready! Tetlix Stopped! Achtung! Rabid Squares Down! Wow! Super Ball! If you
can figure out how to play this Dynamic Battlefield For Your Brains there is an emulation at 
https:\/\/archive.org\/details\/BIPROLEX. Flight Control HD is one of these games that I'm willing to try because it seems easy
and fun. It's not my type of game but being older made me more open towards new genres. The first time I've reviewed it on
Steam with a few words were in 2010. I'm not surprised that I had the game since that time: I was probably influenced by the
cheerful screenshots.

Your goal is to land aircrafts on the right path, avoiding also collisions between them. The more you advance, the more aircrafts
you'll have on your screen, and the more difficult it will be to manage everything. Also, you'll unlock new airfields: island,
jungle, snow (as part of an old Christmas stuff), circus (where you have to go through portals), etc..

It's very fun and makes you very aware of what is happening on your screen: some aircrafts are faster than others and it may be
a problem at one moment (if their paths are crossing each other). Also, they're coming from every part and they're also
different: choppers, big aircrafts, biplanes, military jets, etc.. You can easily spot them because of their shapes but also of their
different bright colors (that's also how you can spot the right lane to land). It's a true challenge to manage every one of them
once your screen is full of them.

Don't worry though for a collision, you're warned about them: the aircrafts are circled with red and you have, if I remember
correctly, a little alarm going off. Also, you're warned from which side they're coming.

With a perfect landing, you'll be rewarded by a text in different languages, congratulating you. Everything is done to make you
proud and also to encourage you to keep the good work.

The graphics are very colorful and simple and it's perfect for that type of game. Besides, the soundtrack is very cheerful.

Flight Control HD is really a little good game on PC, even if I can see the potential of it on any tablet or mobile device.
However, while the game is for everyone, I can also understand that some players will be frustrated by the collisions and the
repetitive gameplay: you're landing aircrafts by making them follow a path, praying that no other will cross them unless you
decide that it's worth a shot given the speed of each vehicle.

I've played the game a lot for the achievements. I remember mainly one not unlocking despite being sure to have met the
requirements but I suppose that it wasn't clear enough for me, or it was my English, or it was just the wrong use of words.

As I've said, the game was released in 2010. The game is still fun to play today, however, after a little search, the PC version is
the less updated: the Android/iOS applications have more content or were at least updated until 2015. The Mac version has an
exclusive map too.

I had fun with that game and I never regretted that purchase.. Really nice to be driving on Brands Hatch in this game,the physics
are spot on:D. The game is pretty great, but I can't give it that great of a reveiw because it doesn't let you use full screen, and
that makes it hard for people like me that play on thier TV and back in a chair away from that TV. Simple hook, drag, throw,
and place objects into designated target.

Bought it for 25 cents.
It has 60 levels with additional mechanics every 6 levels.
Relaxing game.
Seems Good
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